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ABSTRACT 

TWO PHOTON PARAMETRIC CONVERSION OF 

MOSSBAUER GAMMA RAYS 

by Bouldin Pat Crofton 

This thesis considers aspects of parametric conver¬ 

sion of Môssbauer gamma rays. This process is important 

because it could be used to tune the output of a gamma ray 

laser; but, furthermore, it is a process of fundamental in¬ 

trinsic interest in quantum electrodynamics. 

We first calculate the S matrix for the parametric 

process and obtain from this the differential cross section. 

We then discuss the signal sharpening which occurs for co¬ 

herent parametric conversion near a Bragg angle and, finally, 

make a specific calculation of the expected counting rate 

from a crystal of Ytterbium 171. 



Dedicated to my.mother and to the memory of 
my father, Bouldin Crofton, who died during 
the preparation of this thesis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been recently suggested in the literature that 

it might be possible to construct a gamma ray laser.4, 
Should such lasers be constructed^it would be extremely ad¬ 

vantageous to have available a method of tuning the output 

beam. Two photon parametric conversion of gamma rays in a 

crystal of Mossbauer atoms could be used for this purpose. 

Kleinman^ has published research applicable to this 

7 8 9 
problem and Freund and Levine * * and Eisenberger and 

McCall‘S have considered the analogous problem in the x-ray 

region. They have theoretically calculated count rates for 

photons emitted from x-ray parametric conversion processes 

suitable for tuning and have obtained experimental evidence 

verifying that x-ray parametric conversion can be observed. 

In this thesis, we consider aspects of the parametric 

conversion of Môssbauer gamma rays. We are specifically 

interested in the parametric conversion process shown 

schematically in Figure 1. First, an incident Mossbauer 

gamma ray of frequency CJ, is resonantly absorbed by a 

Mossbauer nucleus of multipolarity Ml or E2, This is the 

usual multipolarity for a Mossbauer transition. The nucleus 

then deexcites emitting a photon which may be represented 
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Parametric 
Conversion Process being Considered 

as an outgoing spherical wave emanating from the nucleus. 

This field is strong in the region of the K shell and inter- 

acts with one of these electrons via an A interaction, si¬ 

multaneously converting the electron to a continuum state 

and emitting an El photon of frequency . The excited 

electron then decays back into the K shell emitting a second 

El photon of frequency . Energy conservation requires 

that u>t +oz - a>0 , so this is a parametric "down” conver¬ 

sion process. 

In Section II, we calculate the S matrix amplitude 

for this parametric process. In Section III, we use this 

amplitude to calculate the differential cross section for 

the conversion. A numerical estimate of the differential 

cross section for the 75.89 KeV E2 transition of Ytterbium 

171 is given. 
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In Section IV, we consider the scatterers when 

located in a periodic lattice and summarize the interesting 

aspects of the optics of parametric conversion in this situ¬ 

ation. This theory has been developed by Freund and 

7 8 9 Levine * * and is directly applicable to the Mossbauer case. 

The result that, by scattering near Bragg, the parametric 

signal can be sharpened and tuned is particularly important. 

We apply our results to a crystal of Ytterbium 171 and make 

an explicit calculation of the expected counting rate of 

parametric photons from the crystal when illuminated in a 

typical experimental configuration. 



II. S MATRIX AMPLITUDE FOR THE 

PARAMETRIC PROCESS 

The Feynman diagram for the two photon parametric con¬ 

version process is shown in Figure 2, The terms associated 

with each element of the diagram are also indicated there. 

All units are in the c.g.s. system. 

From this diagram, we can write down the S-matrix 

amplitude for two photon parametric conversion, 
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Figure 2. Full Relativistic Feynman Diagram for the Two 
Photon Parametric Conversion Process Under 
Consideration 

«,+)!= I (f 
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Here, V is the normalization volume and the e’s are polari¬ 

zation vectors for the photons. The summation convention is 

used. 

In order to obtain the final expression for the ex¬ 

pectation value, we perform the indicated time and frequency 

integrations with the restrictions that t^> tQ and t^> 

This expression is dimensionless. 
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The S matrix amplitude for the process discussed in 

the introduction is obtained from C2) in the usual manner. 

11 
CSee, for example, Feynman. ) From a relativistic point of 

2 
view, the A interaction arises from virtual transitions to 

the negative energy states fc> = J E_m> • For these 

states, the energy denominator in (2) ,jjjr(ek-E'c') /• u, + ie] , 

is [ jr (EH - ) + w, + / € J . Since Ej, and fc u>0 are 

? 
energies in the KeV range while £lm ~ -jgrn C , this term 

^ e 

is essentially . Extending the sum over negative 

energy states to include the positive energy states intro¬ 

duces an error only on the order of and yields 

z: 
£"e= £-*n 

I E.m/&> < £.„&! _S_ 

An identical contribution arises when the emission of cj. 

occurs before the absorption of the photon from the nucleus. 

These considerations introduce a factor of 2 making the S 

matrix amplitude 

^ <vs£i 

" _ \(2*Ÿi e* /]T Y' 
l}~ me c Jv 4 /F.-E T 1 

( -C' + COj + •^) /^O^l ^ 
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The expression for the S matrix amplitude of the 

parametric conversion process discussed in the introduction 

can be obtained by making multipole expansions of the 

various interaction terms in Equation (3). First, we make 
-ik,* x2 

the electric dipole approximation, e ‘VA ** 1. We expect 

this to be good in the K shell region. The multipole ex¬ 

pansion of the interaction between the nuclear and elec¬ 

tronic currents is given by Akhiezer and Berestetskii. . 12 

oC Q . M* . . <«) 

The notation used here is the same as that in their book. 

For an E2 transition, L = -<? and A=/ . while, for an Ml 

transition, L “1 and A= 0 . The explicit forms for the 
lX) Q M 

spherical potentials an<l are given in Appendices 

B and C. For the remaining two interaction terms in (3), 

the plane polarized wave may be written as an expansion of 

13 
spherical waves of definite angular momentum and parity. 

A * 1 1 A / ) / 
= n y /V a 
r.KX ~‘--n L■ 

a’> 

.M' 

* 

This sum yields to further analysis. The definition of the 

vector spherical harmonics requires Jfr » so 
t-£) 

e„ • /; 0 

-Vi’,/»?' . We see that the matrix element can be 

written as the sum of two terms. One is proportional to 
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~,dk,n,) and describes the emission of photons of 
•'V 4 / » 

magnetic multipolarity while the other is proportional to 

dZ (k,ni) and describes the emission of photons with 

electric multipolarity. As has already been discussed, our 

concern is with the case when the emitted photon has elec¬ 

tric dipole multipolarity (L = 1, A =1), and the multi¬ 

polarity of the nuclear transition is Ml or E2. 

In addition to making multipole expansions in equa¬ 

tion (3), we also simplify the sum over intermediate states. 

First, we note that the energy denominator can be expressed 

as 

ffi oo0 cot~Ec> + Ek + i é) 
P.V 

(EC„~EC,) 
■t i7r $(EC, Bc#) . 

where Ec+ - A -t Ek and P.V. indicates that the first 

term is to be treated as a principal value in integration. 

The sum over continuum states can be replaced by an integra¬ 

tion as indicated symbolically by 12 Z2 0(Ec>)dFci 
c' loJJ 

Here,yO(Ec.) is the density of states function and the sym¬ 

bol 2 indicates a Siam to be made over states with energy 
ic> 

E , and having good quantum numbers j and m.. Away from the c J 
absorption edge, and assuming relatively slowly varying 

matrix elements, the dominant contribution will come from 

the S function, and we will only keep this term in the fol¬ 

lowing development. 

Our expression for the S matrix amplitude of the 
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parametric conversion process is now 

(S) 
(4) <? -f I SNli} ~ ~ 1 S (<o0- cOj - cj^ ) 

77 
3tMl m Xîfo-ê. 
,±*Tr^ (*>.&, Mg) /v —-i-  ^meh
zYc 

A . ^ (1) 

Cv* By . p 
— ■/ iOal l 'jjfc 

£ £ £ 4 *£> <"u'* e;>r>ic*> 

^/>(Ec*Xc%)le^^ BLi„faQ)lk(£>n> 

* I <« if A f/%) 'W W 

Of the three matrix elements to be evaluated in 

equation (4), two are standard elements. Akhiezer and 

Berestetskii"^ give 

IS) <kt&) 11*, • a*'*. Of, %) I c’t**» = /WL- 

y 'm* s S 

St/7$?&,y*±y* S,i’ *$,/*'*& 

jss*£&<'» r*‘^ ■ 
X 
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If an El photon is emitted by the continuum electron, then 

L' = 1. The symbols and^/ are the radial wave functions 

for the K shell and continuum electrons respectively. 

These wavefunctions are summarized in Appendix A. The term 

is a spherical Bessel function with the normali¬ 

zation convention of Akhiezer and Berestetskii. 

The nuclear matrix elements are also standard and 

can be evaluated in terms of experimental parameters of the 

15 transition. 

<bifA <> *'*■*'->=c/ n 

In this equation, À is the wavelength of the Môssbauer gamma 

ray and Ç is the radiative width of the transition. 

The only matrix element in equation (4) which must 

be evaluated is S^(k,• This is a 

straightforward calculation in any specific case. In the 

following section, we evaluate this term for the case of 

an E2 transition with M = 2. 



III. DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION 

The expectation value of the effective Hamiltonian 

for the two photon parametric conversion process is related 

to the expectation value of the S-matrix term for the inter¬ 

action by the equation 

Once this quantity is known, it is a simple matter to de¬ 

termine the differential cross section for the interaction. 

For the approximations used in this thesis, it is appropriate 

to estimate the differential cross section from the Fermi 

Golden Rule. 

Since the incident particle in our process is a photon, v0 

— C . The final state consists of three particles. These 

are the atom and the two emitted photons. The atom has an 

infinite mass as compared to that of the two photons. The 

density of final states function appropriate for this situ- 

ation is then 

(7) = - 
J? TT j t +CQ2-U>O'> 

t 

12 
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The subscripts refer to the emitted photons. 

We now consider a specific case of an E2 Mossbauer 

transition. For simplicity, we assume strong Zeeman split¬ 

ting so that we can resonantly excite a single value of M. 

We will take this level to be M = 2. The possible inter¬ 

mediate electron states for the chosen value of M are found 

in the summary of matrix elements at the end of Appendix C 

and the corresponding decays from these intermediate states 

to the initial K shell state are picked from the summary 

at the end of Appendix D. One cannot experimentally de¬ 

termine whether the K shell electron involved in the inter¬ 

nal conversion had spin up or spin down, so the contributions 

from both possibilities are added. We find that 

As a preliminary calculation of the S matrix ampli¬ 

tude for two photon parametric conversion, we consider the 

't -V-? 
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There will, in fact, be contributions of comparable magni¬ 

tude coming from the scalar and longitudinal components of 

8 M which must be included in a final calculation of the 

amplitude; but we have not yet completed the evaluation of 

these terms. 

We use the evaluation of the matrix element given 

in Appendix C to write the explicit amplitude of the process 

n f*) 
involving the transverse component of t>L M • 

do) <fis"ji> = - fVl ç £t 

(1) 
* yw (I; j; + * i; i/; a • yjd) 

+ CO, - CO o') CO, 
(Oz 

Here, ft Vb/z is the width of the transition and we have 

assumed exact resonance. The polarization dependent func¬ 

tion €L is given explicitly in Appendix E,while the radial 

integrals ±L t J. ^ ±3 » and are evaluated in Appendix F. 

Substituting (9) and (10) into (8) and using the 

evaluation of j£ll
Z jêz I given in Appendix 

E, we have 

(11) dcr - 
ç.cel /($,)*fjfrl r 

3Z0 Uir)7f*rcc*y 

* I Se° ya)(k.) \* (1 + cos2)(1*cos^) Jkz JAL . 
-v & 
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The symbols and &z are the polar coordinates of the di¬ 

rection of emission of photons 1 and 2 respectively. The 

z axis of this spherical polar coordinate system is chosen 

to lie along the direction of the ferromagnetic quantization 

axis. 

We have restricted ourselves to a nucleus which 

emits an E2 Môssbauer gamma ray but have not further speci¬ 

fied either the nucleus or the energy of the emitted photons. 

In order to obtain a representative numerical answer, we 

evaluate (11) for the 75.89 KeV E2 transition of Ytterbium 

171 with 10 KeV • The details of this evaluation 

are presented in Appendices E and F. We obtain 

liZ) do- - l 01-10'4° (1 + Cos*Q)(î t Cos^Sg) dkz JAt c/JLz . 

We expect the matrix elements involved in dor to be 

relatively slowly varying functions of ft , which can 

range from 61.3 KeV (the K shell absorption edge) to 

75.89 KeV. We can then make an order of magnitude estimate 

of the total cross section, 0“(1 ^ , for one to two photon 

parametric conversion. We find 

.U-+*) 
(ilO /U VŸ 

io 
3'W 

to” <«,.2 
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This is very small, corresponding to an absorption length 

for this process of ~ 10° cm., and would lead to no observ¬ 

able effects with normal sources. 

The smallness of this result only emphasizes the pre¬ 

liminary nature of equation (12). Due to the strong enhance¬ 

ment of the radiation field acting on the atomic electrons, 

the Môssbauer process should, in fact, dominate the cor¬ 

responding x-ray process. This latter process has cr****'* > 

“26 2 
10 cm and does lead to observable effects, as is dis¬ 

cussed in the next section. 

A complete treatment of the problem would require 

inclusion of the scalar and longitudinal contributions of 

; calculation of the contribution from other atomic 

electrons (particularly the LJJ and Ljjj shells in the case 

of an E2 transition); consideration of transitions to un¬ 

filled discrete atomic states, in addition to those to con¬ 

tinuum states; and inclusion of other possible processes such 

2 
as internal conversion followed by an A two photon decay 

back into the K shell. Furthermore, in order to maximize 

the effect, there should be no Zeeman splitting; so that, at 

resonance, all of the nuclear oscillators M are excited. 

Finally, we should note that it may be that an E2 transition 

is not the optimum case; so that the El and Ml cases should 

also be investigated. 



IV. COUNTING RATE FOR PARAMETRIC PAIRS EMITTED 

FROM AN ILLUMINATED CRYSTAL OF 

MÔSSBAUER ATOMS 

As discussed in the articles by Kleinman^ and Freund 

7 8 9 
and Levine * * we can use the coherent parametric conver¬ 

sion which occurs when the scatterers are located in a crys¬ 

tal lattice to tune and sharpen the parametric signal. The 

theory is directly applicable to the Môssbauer case, and 

here we only summarize the interesting features. 

Following Kleinman,** we consider a crystal with a 

2 3 
volume X L located in a normalization volume V = L . For 

convenience, we assume the crystal planes to be oriented 

parallel to the crystal surface. According to the coordin- 
i 

ate system used to locate points in the crystal, the upper 

surface is in the z=/ plane while the crystal's other 

extreme dimensions are at K = L and y - L. Finally, we 

assume the incoming beam of k0 photons to lie in a plane 

parallel to the yz plane and the ferromagnetic quantization 

axes of the atoms in the crystal to all be oriented parallel 

to the y axis. 

We have previously determined the effective Hamil¬ 

tonian for an atom located at the origin of the crystal 

17 
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coordinate system to undergo a particular two photon para¬ 

metric conversion process. The appropriate effective 

Hamiltonian for an atom located at a point which can be con¬ 

nected with the origin of the crystal coordinate system by 

a vector R. is H expCHK~K -/r,)* Rj] . The total effec- 
~ j ifff, ' - ~ ~ ~ J 

tive Hamiltonian for two photon parametric conversion in the 

crystal is just the sum of this Hamiltonian over the crystal 

lattice vectors. 

Fermi's Golden Rule yields an appropriate approxima¬ 

tion for the rate of two photon parametric conversions in 

the crystal. 

(.13) R = - 4* l<fl H i\>!z \z / 
I I€ff — m,n,p 

The symbol n denotes the crystal lattice vector from 

the origin to the lattice point (x,y,z) = (m\a\,nlbl pld). 

This is Kleinman's equation (18). The quantity 

l£ is denoted by 

Kleinman and his symbols , kt and coz are 

equivalent to the symbols k . k* , k, , , cjf and to. in 

7 8 9 our development. As in the articles by Freund and Levine ' * 

the high frequency of all photons involved allows us to make 

the simplification that the crystal's index of refraction is 

one. We will find it necessary to denote the velocity of a 

particular photon by a symbol such as only when refer¬ 

ring to a particular component of the photon velocity. 
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For comparison with experiment, it is convenient to 

calculate the power emitted into solid angle ^./i, as photons 

with wave vector /<„ in a frequency range about . 
AS 2 sC -c 

Following Kleinman*s equation (20) the observed power is 

(2tr)5 C 

When our previously calculated effective Hamiltonian is used 

in R, the calculated power will be that due to k, photons 
As * 

emitted as one member of a parametric pair. 

In order to perform the integral in (14), we must 

first evaluate the sum over lattice vectors. This is done 

under the assumption that L is large enough to justify the 

approximation 
m

may ,00 • In this limit, the results 

of the sums in the x and y directions can be interpreted 

as periodic delta functions when the proper normalization 

is introduced. 

as) 112 e 
n\n,f> 

(ZTfLÏ 
m, 'max. 

'max'. ial'lhl* /£'• 
At 

*$(fo&X~Gx') S (- Gy) 

siri* T (A^T 

1W~ 
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We have introduced the definitions Ak for kn-kj-k* and G 

for a reciprocal lattic vector. Kleinman’s analogous equa¬ 

tion is (21). The periodic delta functions indicate phase 

matching of the x and y components of the wavevectors. Such 

exact phase matching is possible because L is large enough 

to provide a large number of atoms to contribute photons to 

the emitted beam. The z component term illustrates the fact 

that only partial phase matching is required of this com¬ 

ponent of the wavevectors because of the relatively small 

depth into the crystal that the incoming photon beam can 

penetrate and produce effective sources for the emitted 

photons. 

The periodic delta functions allow us to immediately 

perform the x and y integrations in (14). The frequency 

delta function is the density of final states from the Fermi 

Golden Rule and allows us to perform the integral over k 
*t 

The result is analogous to Kleinman's (25). 

SU>) AP2~ A/lj 
Ej kf l<tl li>l left 

hzci*\*ièiziç/£ ivxJ 

z[ i Mjrj, / ( (Ak)z\-* 
y sin L ( — j 

Though this is the basic result of Kleinman’s theory 

of optical parametric noise, the equation obtained by inte¬ 

grating this over the bandwidth of the emitted radiation is 

more convenient for comparison with experiment. The integra¬ 

tion of (16) is accomplished by using the version of 
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Kleinman’s (26) appropriate for the present development, 

v WV % .to find a-h-to ■ 
* ■•g ’ 

The result is analogous to equation (27) in Kleinman*s paper. 

(17) A?^AA.Z 

vzif \<t\\„w>\*t 
£h*c 

Kleinman assumes his incoming photon beam to be 

perpendicular to the crystal lattice planes but we will find 

it more convenient for comparison with experiment to assume 

the angle between the crystal planes and the illuminating 

beam of gamma rays to be Ô . We must also note that the 

normalization used while calculating </’/ H_ |i> was one 

k, photon in the normalizing volume V. The count rate may 

be expressed in terms of the incident number of photons on 
& V 

the crystal by multiplying by c jj s;ne • We will compare 

our calculated values with the results of an experiment by 

Eisenberger and McCall.^ The numbers they report are count 

rates for emitted parametric pairs. Each kz photon has 

energy E2, so the number of kz photons emitted each second 

into is determined by dividing (17) by E2. Experimental 

details reported by Eisenberger and McCall also make it ap¬ 

propriate to express our count rate of emitted parametric 

pairs in terms of the number of photons incident on the 

crystal. 
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(U) 

i VJ kf 
tsine (Kc)z la\*\blz Ici* a-Wti 

We will assume the effective thickness of the crys¬ 

tal, X , to be one-half of the resonance absorption depth 

times the sine of 0 . 

0 _ 1 èî'Lê 
J- ~ T no# 

The symbol n indicates the number density of Moss- 

bauer atoms in the crystal while cl is the resonance cross 

section. Finally, we note that the absolute value of the 

expectation value of the effective Hamiltonian may be de¬ 

pendent on angles measured in the atomic coordinate system 

defined in Appendix E. If the atoms are oriented relative 

to the crystal coordinate system in the manner previously 

assumed, then the necessary transformations from angles 

measured in the atomic coordinate system to angles measured 

in the crystal coordinate system may be made through use of 

the relations 

sin 0 cos<p = sin® sin^ 

(l*i) sin0 cos <p = cos® 

= sin® cos^ COS0 
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The symbols & and ^ are the polar and azimuthal angles 

measured in the atomic coordinate system. 

Before proceeding to a sample calculation with a 

Ytterbium crystal, let us consider the parametric conversion 

process in more detail. Following the discussion of Freund 
8 9 and Levine, * Figures 3 and 4 summarize a number of impor¬ 

tant points about parametric scattering and indicate the 

angular experimental parameters discussed by Eisenberger and 

McCall^ and those appearing in the emission rate equation. 

The diagrams are drawn in the Bragg reflection plane and 

all vectors indicated lie in that plane. The wavevectors 

are drawn to an arbitrary scale but their length is propor¬ 

tional to the energy of the corresponding photon. The 

wavevectors correspond to photons all having the same energy 

but which are members of beams striking the crystal lattice 

planes at different angles. In Figure 3,the photons with 

wavevectors kè are in a beam which strikes the crystal 

at the Bragg angle for phase matching with the indicated 

reciprocal lattice vector, G = \Glz , while jk, and k* 

are wavevectors for photons in beams striking the crystal 

at angles rocked up and down respectively from 0Q . In the 

lower part of this figure, we have redrawn these wavevectors 

for clarity and graphically added the reciprocal lattice 

vector G to each of them. We immediately note that this 

treatment indicates that energy conservation forbids photons 
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Figure 3. Demonstration of signal cut off below Bragg due 
to parametric energy-momentum relations. 
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Figure 4. Phase matching surface, for parametric conversion 
near Bragg. 
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corresponding to wavevector /c0” from producing a phase 

matched reflected beam. In the diagram, this is seen by 

noting that lk0"l< lk” + 6\ • The photons with wavevector 

strike the crystal exactly at Bragg and produce an 

energy conserving reflected wave emitted at angle from 

the crystal lattice plane. These photons could be para¬ 

metrically converted but energy conservation requires that 

the pair be collinear and lie along the Bragg reflection 

direction. Such a parametric pair would be very difficult 

to detect because it would be swamped by the background of 

Bragg scattered radiation. It is the photons with wave- 

vector k0 in a beam rocked up from Bragg by an amount SOs 

which can produce detectable parametric pairs. We see that 

/£. /<& + 6 | , so the parametric photons will not be 

emitted collinearly but rather at some angles from the di¬ 

rection of k0+G such that the conditions k, t k. •» ka + 0 

and Ikil + lkzl = lk01 are satisfied. We consider the 

parametric pair production process in more detail in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 4 omits the irrelevant case of photons in a 

beam rocked down from Bragg and reproduces the rest of 

Figure 3 which lies on and to the right of the z axis in a 

slightly expanded scale. The first addition to this figure 

which we discuss is in the upper part of the diagram. Here, 

we have drawn a portion of the 0 ellipse which corres¬ 

ponds to phase matching of vectors lying in the Bragg 
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17 18 scattering plane. * This ellipse has the origin and the 

point of termination of kg + & as focii and is the locus of 

those points the sum of whose distances from these focii 

is equal to lk0l • This last requirement satisfies energy 

conservation. From any point on this ellipse, vectors may 

be drawn to the origin and the point kQ +6 which represent 

wavevectors in the Bragg reflection plane of a parametric 

photon pair satisfying energy conservation and phase match¬ 

ing. The wavevectors and k are one such pair with 

^2 = F°r convenience in defining angles, we have re¬ 

drawn k^ from the origin. For purposes of comparison, we 

have also drawn the wavevectors kl and k!' which have 
1 <V 4 

Ik/’l = l&l and are the result of what Kleinman^ calls a 

degenerate scattering process. The photons are emitted 

symmetrically about the direction k0+ G . This equal dis¬ 

tribution of energy between the photons of the parametric 

pair gives the largest count rate. This is seen from equa¬ 

tion (18) when it is realized that this corresponds to the 

smallest value of Ô^ , the angle between the directions of 

emission of a parametric pair, and hence the largest value 
A 

of • kz • This enhancement was used in the experiment re- 
20 ported by Eisenberger and McCall. In the present case, we 

are unable to use this advantageous energy distribution 

because the requirement that the second photon in the para¬ 

metric pair be emitted from a continuum state means that it 
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must also be considerably more energetic than the first 

photon emitted. For the sample case of Ytterbium E2 ** 

6.6 . 

The figures illustrate the case when all vectors 

lie in the Bragg scattering plane, but the photons corres¬ 

ponding to wave vectors ^ and kz can satisfy phase match¬ 

ing and energy conservation without this being true. The 

surface drawn in Figure 4 is only a small part of an el¬ 

lipsoidal surface with focii at the origin and k0 + 6 and 

the sum of the distances from a point on the surface to the 

focii equal to IkJ . For a given distribution of energy 

between photons with wavevectors kt and kz , the directions 

of emission of the photons will always be separated by 

but may be anywhere on a pair of concentric circles centered 

on the direction of k0 + & , with the restriction pointed 

out by Eiseriberger and McCall, that the photons are emitted 

at angles <p and (p+7i with respect to the direction defined 

by the intersection of the plane perpendicular to the Bragg 

scattering direction and the plane defined by and 

G .21 
«■V 

As an example of the application of (18) we calculate 

the emission rate of parametric pairs from a Ytterbium 

crystal each atom of which is undergoing the previously con¬ 

sidered parametric conversion process and which is sub¬ 

jected to the experimental constraints described by Eisen- 

berger and McCall in their report of the -observation, of x-ray 
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22 parametric conversion in a beryllium crystal. Applying 

(19) to the result given in (C3 ) the emission rate into 

A/l^ °f *+2 frequency members of parametric pairs produced 

in a Ytterbium crystal is 

. N0 jg kf (l * sin\ sin\) (1 + Sin\ S»n%) . _l0&> 

(20) 2 sin (ed+s&e) (hc)z lal2lblz tçl*(l-fykz) 
3 Z 10 A/l*’ 

We will consider the case of the detector being located in 

'TT the Bragg scattering plane so that = = • The lat¬ 

tice parameters for an Ytterbium crystal are given in 

Wyckoff.23 

laj — Ibl = Id = 2.7+3' LO * cm. 

The effective crystal length is calculated assuming the num¬ 

ber density of Môssbauer atoms equals the number density of 

Ytterbium atoms. This is calculated from the density of 

Ytterbium which is given by Kittel to be 6.98 g/cm3.2^ The 
_ 1 q 

resonance cross section is reported to be ^ = 1.314-10 

2 25 cm . We calculate 

_*/ 
sîn(Og + S&Q) 1.55'10 cat. 

The other experimental parameters are found in 

22 Eisenberger and McCall's paper. 
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They report N0 = 2-10^ 1/sec, = 2.1*10 ^s.r., QQ = 

.31634 rad., and = 4.3633 *10 ^ rad. From this we cal¬ 

culate Qi = .497 rad., = .285 rad., and ôi2 = .212 rad. 

The count rate is calculated to be 1.7*10"^ hr.”'*' as com- 

pared to a reported count rate of 1 hr. for x-ray para¬ 

metric pairs from a beryllium crystal and the same experi¬ 

mental parameters. 

Again we note that, as discussed at the end of the 

previous section, physical considerations lead us to expect 

the probability of two photon parametric conversion of 

Môssbauer gamma rays to be at least as great as that of 

x-ray two photon parametric conversion. The small count 

rate calculated above reflects the preliminary nature of our 

examination of the problem. As pointed out in the previous 

section, a complete inquiry would require consideration of 

several other processes which might yield contributions to 

parametric conversion of the same order of magnitude as the 

term calculated. Among these are the terms involving the 

scalar and longitudinal components of 8^ and the process 
? 

in which the A interaction results in the simultaneous 

emission of the two parametric photons as the electron 

decays into the K shell. For simplicity of calculation, it 

was convenient to assume strong Zeeman splitting and the 

excitation of a single M level; but, in an experiment, 

one would try to maximize the count rate by exciting all of 

the nuclear levels. Contributions from the excitation of 
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other atomic electrons, such as those in the and Ljjj 

shells, and transitions to discrete atomic states rather 

than continuum states might also yield significant contri¬ 

butions. Finally, one should also examine the El and Ml 

Mossbauer transitions to determine if E2 is the optimal 

case. A more accurate estimate of the count rate must await 

consideration of these other terms, but we expect two pho¬ 

ton parametric conversion of Mossbauer gamma rays to be 

experimentally observable. 



APPENDIX A. SUMMARY OF RELATIVISTIC 

WAVE FUN CTIONS 

The wavefunction for a relativistic electron is 

; yi^’> 

-L(r') SI/?') 

The only bound state relativistic electron wave- 

function required for our work is the upper component for 

the K shell electron. This is easily extracted from equa¬ 

tion 4.59b and Table 5.1 of Rose.^ 

(Al) Q (r') = q (r‘) = -/ .LL2Z -r 
J* ^=-1 [irUYi-1)] * 

y> & 
t/, y.i -Xr' 

(1 + Y) r' e 

£ =°<: Z ©c = fine structure constant 

x - a-i2)1/2 

Our work will also require a number of continuum 

electron wavefunction. The radial part of the upper com¬ 

ponent of these wavefunctions is given by Rose in equation 

5.77. 

32 
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= -/ r 
, Y-l (W+l)y* Up/\f(Y+:y)l 

2(WR'/* rUY+1) 
{ c^*" 

(Y+iy) ;/j (Y*uiytzY-tl,z;pr') + cc.} 

w 

The definitions associated with this equation are: 

c.c. stands for complex conjugate 

JFJ is a confluent hypergeometric function 

(Kummer's function) 

is the energy of the continuum state normal¬ 

ized to the electron's rest energy. 

-(i + 1) j = i + 1/2 

Jt j = i- 1/2 

K - C*2-i2)1/2 

p = (w2-!)1/2 

y = 

= i. -i & ~ 

1 4 cos y-f +yZ 

For discussing our problem it is convenient to 

write this as 

X = 

(A2) %“W K r'^'1 lFl(^U!/^l,Zipr‘),c.c} 

. rw.i/zp/* c™ 
N = 

2 W* fU^+i) 

with 
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c, = <rK*iy)l 

"k 27 
Distances are measured in units of 

We have chosen to normalize the continuum state 

radial wavefunctions to one particle in a large sphere of 

2 8 
radius R* rather than to use Rose's energy normalization. 



APPENDIX B. ELECTRONIC MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR 

SIMULTANEOUS INTERNAL CONVERSION OF AN Ml 

GAMMA RAY AND EMISSION OF AN El PHOTON 

In this case, the electronic portion of the inter¬ 

nal conversion matrix element becomes 

(B1) <c'(xz) f 4 # ^ (k.r )l 
~z 1 '‘in>*7 

A 

Expressing the photon polarization vector as e^ =CiJLi + 
* 29 

€0 *-0 + £ , we can follow Akhiezer and Berestetskii 

n l0) in expressing in the same coordinates so that 

£ rM = r /M CYrv 
ei ?i,M ' rnec 

rz t ‘ S,A4,A7-/ 

ci,n ytfi + f c1'” y &>} re* S, ^,i>0 + 1,1^41,1 rl 'ltmi J ’ 

Inserting these spherical harmonics into (Bl) and perform¬ 

ing the angular integral, leads to the Kronecker delta 

functions S -v? S and S +»/, 

35 
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We see that 

i A n te> I . _ /" ^ S' i> ^ ^ f O 

+ ^ Jtrt.î.O S,A7/^, *& 

i> rt+Vc 

* ^ ^i.n+iJrl */*, *4, ^Ai *?*■*& 

Using an identity for the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients;we can 

write this proportionality in a form useful for comparison 

with the matrix elements for transitions from the spin down 

K shell electron state. 

(B2) <j,mj,lxlê1-Ctkf>'C(-1)N)
4i-1'{et d£ttA.t 

j, /" Ç Ç 

S,-/**/, fc.-fc A* 

^1.-rt> t, o ^I,-w,*/*,-*£ 

+ € rir* f'j»-"'3* ç ç z 
In the case of a transition from the spin down K shell 

electron state, the delta functions produce the results 

-> M r' /'1>M f*’ c c 
(B3) ^ f l<ft

m 8iJ0 Ikb> °C ^ x,t 

+ s r*'M s s 
° i.M.1,0 i,*,*/*:*/* ^y,/*-** 

+ €. C C /. t/z S £ 
-1 ,*/*,-*/* S,I *$,*?■* *4 
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Comparing the proportionalities in (B2) and (B3) we conclude 

that 

where 

c Mi 

'( I 4' ?i’n 1 ll

',> ^ 

ei 

if <i'v,',*i4'3X,kf>’c 4 

* <w,',*i4-ClkT> * << 

This allows us to obtain all of the possible transitions 

after calculating only the matrix elements for transitions 

from the spin up K shell state. It is notationally conven¬ 

ient to make the following definitions: 

(B4) ^V> r’Vr' 

(B5) I4=J 

A _ ^ O 

We have assumed that we will select a gamma ray with a par¬ 

ticular value of M, so it is appropriate to group the 
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possible transitions according to the value of this variable. 

This is done in the following summary. 

Ml M = 1 

e. 
/ÏÏ7T 

< P*M 
1 A{ 1 kt > « - s. 

/ïïïf -T* 

/ A{ 1 k t > = €i 

< 
i Aina > 

II i. 

1 Afl kl > = _ JL 

o
r
 

V
 1 At 1 k l > 

_ «£. 
//£*r 

<p*.-* 
i i k iy 

_ _ ^ 
I, 

Ml M = 0 

<p*,* 

ii U-f> = •/¥n 

* '-*1 A, 1 k't>= - 

^ x~t I A» I l<f * ÆF 

<Ç.* J- I4 

<%,-! *■*!*• I 
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Ml M = -1 

< x--slA_,lkt>- 

< <*,-* X‘-slA_1lkt> = 

< X* t I A., I Kf> — 

< X*' IA.,11<T> 

Sltir -P4 

- JL -r 
ÆÏ7r X4 

_ J 
/zV-7T 3 

- é. 

^ K- I A_j I k - 

< £v4 X‘ I A., I k )■> = 

/tF* 1y 

^ i 
/Z£r S4 

_ T 
•V 

^ * = / /A-/ 1 k^ = s£y T* 



APPENDIX C. ELECTRONIC MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR 

SIMULTANEOUS INTERNAL CONVERSION OF AN E2 

GAMMA RAY AND EMISSION OF AN El PHOTON 

The quantity of interest here is 

I 4* lkcxA)W> 

for the special case of A = l and L = 2. We must expand 

« 8^ fhK H') in a form which we can treat in detail. 
t 4 rnec * 

n (i* For this purpose, we expand M as outlined in Akhiezer 

and Berestetskii"^ and write e^ = ^ ^ + C "K 4 £* ^ in 

these coordinates. 

4-C 5*> 50 \CC d 

* « Cl * ** CC yj?} 
+ /f C? îO /<Ç ^-?'1 

* < d ^ cd id 
Inserting this expression into the matrix element and per¬ 

forming the angular integration will yield Kronecker delta 

functions. The first set of terms will yield results pro¬ 

portional to . We can ignore these terms for the 

40 
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purposes of our problem because one cannot decay into the 

K shell from these continuum states by emission of an El 

photon. The form appropriate for our present case is 

: „-Vt 
*C ' * S £ 

+ ° AA %, 

/r r*” s' s ? 
-t Sj/V-'J'',/,-/ A,ï / 

' f f/r'’> GJkrc £') A(ry> q Zc/rx' 
*'© 

There are several symmetry relations between the Clebsch- 

Gordon coefficients which may be used to check results and 

to reduce the actual number of calculations. The most con¬ 

venient of these is 

- C-A'^ C:'*. „ 
&>^ 1i,~rnl ~0Z 
c/'J ” 

With this identity, we conclude that 

</>-«?,4. X I m> = M* 

where 
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if Cj.mplSli-B™ IktXÇ 

if <i^,l,xlê,-8^lkt><C 

‘f </>*Mt)«c <?, 

This allows us to write down the matrix elements for transi¬ 

tions from the K shell state with spin down after having de¬ 

termined the transitions from the K shell state with spin up. 

Using the definitions of 1^ and 1^ given in Appendix B and 

the notation = e^ • 0/^, /k.a) , we summarize the pos¬ 

sible transition elements. Since we have assumed the 

selection of a particular value of M for the internal con¬ 

version gamma ray, we group the elements according to the 

value of this variable in the following summary. 

E2 M = 2 

j n ^ ... ^ 

< pw 
*=-z ] k t> = JzOTt €t 

<hu x- / 8* l k j, > ~ fi- T 

< \ 
11 B2 1 k i > = . €l . j 

\/lD?r 3 
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E2 M = 1 

< P3/i % Ï
m-J 18t l kt> = 'Jfhr £* 1+ 

< Ph>4i x = -^lBj kr> = I+ 

^ ^4,-fc ) &i I kf} — /ft## 

<P*#*--‘'l*Jkt>= I* 

* Ktr# K~ \ ~/&p I4 

< 1 I Bj I **> = rj 

^ P^tra X=/IB1 ) Kl> 13 

E2 1 VI = 0 

< £,* 
*- I8J kt> s 

cx 
/+ÔTT I. 

ar = -s 1 8,1 kt>~ 
é0 . 

J/ST 

*■ - -si B0 1 Kf> = 
S 

/f£07T I* 

^ ^4,# 
7c = / / BJ kt>=~ 

£» 
/SûV r, 

< 'v* 
r = i 1 BJ kt> = - _iL 

y/&07r' 

^*,4* 
x » -W BJ ki> = /l*07T ■^4 

A'* -x'/BJkO- €. 
//sP 

< ^-3 > 
s 1 BJ ki> = £i 

/VoP r, 

jr= ■/ 1 BJ kt> = £-f 
/60P 

^ %*r& ** / 1 Bj ki> = 
P, 

/SôTP T, 
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£2 M =-l 

< %i Vx X- ‘X I 3-t I kt> - 

< x-sllUk»- zfc J„ 

< U 
<P 

x--tl8.tlkf>~- %f I3 

*-llBj*t>- -Jfr r, 

x--*l8jki>- l, 

x=slB^ lki>= 1+ 

r-Wg./u> = ^ I3 

E2 M = -2 

< hU 

<P 
't~34 

f-sl8_zlkt> = J=r r¥ 

*=/ is 

vsl 8.3 I ki> = /gT«, I< 



APPENDIX D. MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR DECAY FROM A 

CONTINUUM ELECTRON STATE TO THE K SHELL VIA 

EMISSION OF AN El PHOTON 

When the final decay is by emission of an El photon 

we need only evaluate 

r(§•%'"/&) C‘W> 

rr rhn±,'i 

~ £ rt,i 

,,\s-ir*)5*^^ 
r**^ 

Time is saved by noting that C = (-i) ( „ 7 * -*,*,-'* 
so that 

a)* <kl }*¥*ai _A7> J, K> 

. rr) * 

— ( 4^~j /X +1 (*>*,. 

e*ya,(fo <k*'~4‘£i,M'h>rrli,£K> 
* / /, A7‘ 

The allowed transitions are obtained by letting M’ take on 

its values for the case of kî and then using the above equa- 

31 
tion to write down the matrix elements for kl . * We 

*The tables in Segre' are convenient to evaluate the 
needed Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. 

45 
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summarize the allowed transitions using the following defini¬ 

tions for notational convenience. 

(DU Ij 3 J r') ft <n r'2jr' 

(D2) 1 = J (%& r')'ft^r^dr- 

, - r<0 x\ , (O* x — • AU (S) 

V1‘ 

El M’-l 

< kt 1 r*21 v= 

A .-a),*.' 
- « •& w 

VJir 4 

< ki 1 y • ôtt1 
A* 

-J> = 
A -v «- fl). * k 

- 
ft* 4 

< Kl ]j'£ut 1 /> = - 
- «% w 4 

\ZJTT’ 

El M’> 0 

<kt|/ 
A<i> O A 

A/1,0 1 %& 
* = -^> = 

. „ (O ~ 
_ 4 -X. <V 

y/Jïr 

<C k t 1 y ■ 
A C*> 9 ^1,0 

A/ 1 U 
* = *>“ 

< K 4 l / A/ 
•Art' 

* ^,-<4 -^> = 
^ "x ^ cjty ^ i 

- <$*x 
v^F 

<KI 1/ 
A«> 

* J P , Ar= 4/> = - <s*x\ a,; 

y^T 
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El M' = -1 

-A ’V/“ ^ * 

<k.lj-A'".lp» „ «-<>- 1SÆ I, 
* ~*.-t V* /7F * 

tf),. 
= _ 4-&‘V-r 

We must evaluate 1^ and I2 for the particular 

nucleus and final gamma ray under consideration. 



APPENDIX E. EVALUATION OF J |<f|HT |i>|2 

: : eff. ele2 

AND DCT FOR AN YTTERBIUM NUCLEUS 

AND ft = 10 KeV 

The expression of interest for comparison with ex¬ 

periment is the sum over photon polarizations of the abso¬ 

lute value squared of /»> 

First, we consider the sums over the polarization 

vectors of the two emitted photons. The sum over ^ results 

perpendicular to and the two possible polarization vec¬ 

tors are perpendicular to one another. These polarization 

vectors can, therefore, be used to define a rectangular 
A 

coordinate system for the plane perpendicular to in 

(El) E |<f I H li>J* 
ê..s, 1

 *K ' 
30(zr)+ (meC

z)3 (Ek+k ^z) wz 

-v/* * /N 
in a simple expression. By definition ^)and are 

which Y'%) 
rs,Z,l * 

lies. With this consideration, we see that 

48 
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In order to evaluate this expression and the sum 

over ê^, we set up a spherical polar coordinate system 

centered on the nucleus and oriented with the polar direc¬ 

tion along the direction of the ferromagnetic quantization 

axis. The symbol @ denotes the polar angle for this sys¬ 

tem while <$ is the azimuthal angle. The two parametric 

photons are emitted in the directions (@i ^) and • 

The vector spherical harmonics are defined on the 

orthogonal basis set 3^ = -^=* (x + iy) , \o - z , and 

= "Jig (x-iy).^ Writing the components of £ ) 

in terms of the coordinate system previously discussed, we 

have 

Y i0(kz) = ?"T5' l (1 +CO$*@j) X{ + J? € COS @2 5in % X* 
As 1)1 v 

+ 6 Sin*9g ZLtj 

so 

I - 7& ti + C05%) 

As noted in a previous Appendix, the term ^ repre- 
A 

sents the component of the polarization vector for the 

first emitted photon. The directions of the two possible 

polarization vectors are arbitrary, though they must be 

perpendicular to one another. For convenience, we choose 
/V A 

one to be in the k^z^ plane and denote this x'. The other 
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polarization vector is denoted y’ and related to the x' 

and unit vectors in such a manner that x', y ', and kt 

form a right handed coordinate system. When written on the 

basis set } X0 , and X , these polarization vectors are 

X = — (cosfi-isin^i)Xi i sin ®i X6 ~ -j—r (Cos^ + i sin q>t )X_t 

and 

/’= ~ jz (sin$i + ' 
C0S $1)%! + 7T (sin $1 ~ ‘cos $1 ) X-i 

It is apparent that 

and 

(E2) (l + costytt* cos\) . 

Evaluation of (El) requires that we specify the 

identity of the nucleus, the Mossbauer transition, and the 

energy of the emitted photons. For the current example, 

we choose the 75.89 KeV Mossbauer transition of Ytterbium 

with h cOj = 10 KeV. In Appendix F, we calculate I!£, I^', 

I'J, and 1^ for this case. The only other unknown quantity 

in (El) is the internal conversion coefficient, o< , which 

is an experimentally determined parameter whose value can 

25 be obtained from the literature. Evaluation of (El) yields 
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2 2 1 Xe« 1 v 
ci>% 

As shown in (8) and (9), 

c/or = (z-ïfiUcŸ S It* I Hxetf.li>l* V^^c/Atc/Aj 
êt e* 

Evaluation of this expression for the special case under 

consideration yields 

do- = /. 09 • 10~* (l + cos\) (i+cos*Q) dk2 dJLt JAZ . 



APPENDIX F. EVALUATION OF I”, I”, I”, AND IJ 

FOR THE ELEMENT YTTERBIUM 

The integrals 1^, I2» I3, and 1^ involve the radial 

wavefunctions discussed in Appendix A, so the first objec¬ 

tive must be to write down the form of these functions when 

the nucleus is Ytterbium. The values of the arguments 

needed to evaluate (Al) are z = 70 and £ = «* z = .510804. 

Then we denote 

(ZZ) + 

[2 rw_t 4 t)]
l/z 

Ct r' e~tr' 

r 
r.,-1 -tr> 

where 

^ = a-?)* 

One also needs the upper components of the radial 

wavefunctions of Ytterbium with X = 1 and -2. We must 

evaluate some of the arguments of (A2) for the particular 

case of Ytterbium. First, we evaluate W, the energy of the 

continuum intermediate electron state normalized to the 

electron rest energy. Since, the intermediate state under 

consideration is that present after the emission of the 

first parametric photon the appropriate formula for W is 

52 
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2 k Shell Energy of Absorbed Energy of First 
me- Binding + Môssbauer Internal - Parametric Pho- 

^ _  Energy Conversion Gamma Ray ton  

me e 

We note that the definition of the problem excludes the pos¬ 

sibility of emitting two photons of equal energy; because 

the energy of the first parametric photon emitted, E^, must 

be less than the energy of the absorbed Mossbauer gamma ray, 

Ej^, minus the K shell binding energy, Ej,. For Ytterbium, 

E„ = 61.31 KeV and E„ = 75.89 KeV.32,25 The value of E. is KM 1 

variable; but, for the purposes of evaluation, we choose a 

case slightly away from the K shell edge with E^ = 10 KeV. 

Since the values of the quantities in this section are a 

function of this energy, all of the quantities needed were 

evaluated by a computer program written in such a manner 

that the desired value of E^ could be inserted. 

For is 

Ci~
m ( Yt + •/) 6 

h 

*2-Yt . _ i -i w — 

ft ~ z "5
 r «■ y‘ 
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and 

ït « 

Similarly, for )< = -2 we have 

sr 
1
 * 

, r.z-i . 
r <? ' 7 

tlf(KitI*%'2Kefî^iPr')*CC} 

where 
(W+l)* (*p)*'*e*£ IT (Y-j+<y)l 

z w** r(*v-z+o 

C., = +1/) '** 

_ ! -, 
T? ~ Z COS , 
‘ 4 V 

and 

y = f4-Xf)Ü 
-X 

We now turn our attention to the other terms in the inte¬ 

grals. l1 and I2 involve Q*(n^ /"’) . From 40.3 in 

12 ^ Akhiezer and Berestetskii, n cC T (z) and this latter 

^ "* fZ \1/z / z ^ 1 quantity can be approximated for small z as (jfJ { —^r) 

In this limit, we have 

*/JLL Z)  
Si (m'C } r* = cor 
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The integrals 1^ and 1^ are proportional to (j^c 

which in turn is proportional to H^ ( m^c ^ For z 

small, the spherical Hankel function can be approximated 

as -i Z * and Gt ( —çç* u>r') ~ )* 

= Mr • Gi 
With these preliminaries completed we integrate 1^, 

13» and I^ and write down the forms evaluated by com¬ 

puter. From (Dl) we have 

r, = | 9*/r') 3*i r')#/r’> r'*dr’ 

where 

r 
. -tt+ipïr' 

^ (^tî-hiy^^ + i^ipr) C Jr' 

The integral I| can be evaluated using a formula derived 

from Slater's 3.2.20.*“^ We find that 

i;= 17w s“-" (s-k)~a 

where we have set 

*The formula used here is the first of a series 
of such formulas obtained by differentiating 3.2.20 re¬ 
peatedly by S. 



a-t+^+iy , b~ ■^Yi +1} k-'Zipj s=£+ip. 

From (D2) , 
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b = I %<r"> % (&“or') §--Jr"> r'*dr' 

_ C-i N-t u 
jjr^ lc-*i+cc! 

with 

*i +X..+Î r~ ~{X. + ip)r / 
iU (x-si+',y>**-;+i^iPr'}e ^r' 

The integral can be evaluated from Slater's equation 

3.2.16.33 Setting <2= i + + »'/ , b = + Y_z + 

C = i} k~^ip ^ and J=j^ + ip we have 

Tz = H%) S-b^[a,b;c; k/s] 

The function 2^ is the Gauss hypergeometric function. 

The integration of 1^ and is similar to that for 

I2* From (154)^ 

')j^V) r'*dr' 

+ c. c.} 
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where 
r-0 y+y ? -(X -Hp)r’ 

T = J r' ' "* t Ç (Yt + i+iy^y, + lt*;pr')e dr 

This is integrated as for using a- ^ + 1+y, b=^+^i"7y 

C=^t + lt k=2\p, and S~ X.+ip . 

x3'= rm S’*£(a,b-,C; k/s) 

Finally, we consider 1^ which is defined by (B5) 

I4= f fair’) Gt(^i‘*>r')g'V) r'*Jr- 

-- "*** lt4i;+c.c.} 
* 

where 

T* J r , F1% + t+iy,**:t+t,*pr) <? <*•’ 

As in I2, 

T; = rVu s’*; Ft /‘a.h-c- k/s) 

where for this case <2= Y.^ + i *iy , b - X.t + Kj +1, 

k- 2 i p , and S= X + i P 

These formulas for 1^, I^, and 1^ were 
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evaluated on a computer. Two problems met in this evalua¬ 

tion are worthy of mention. The first is the calculation of 

the gamma function for a complex argument. This was evalu¬ 

ated from the Stirling's formula for loge P(z) . The sub¬ 

routine evaluating f coded a formula containing terms out 

to that involving Z~ • If the absolute value of the 

real part of z was not greater than ten, a section of the 

program used the recurrence relation P(z+1) = z P(z) to 

35 satisfy this requirement. This insured the accuracy of 

the expansion. The operation of the program was checked 

against results calculated from a table giving the real and 

imaginary parts of In I (z). The second problem involved 

the calculation of the Gauss hypergeometric function. 

This was evaluated by direct series expansion. A Gauss 

hypergeometric function of a given set of arguments may be 

written in a number of equivalent forms in terms of Gauss 

hypergeometric functions of different arguments. The 

convergence of the expansion for the Gauss hypergeometric 

function can be improved by choosing the form in which the 

last argument has the smallest absolute value. A subprogram 

performed these checks and determined the evaluation formula 

having the most advantageous arguments before calling the 

subprogram making the direct series expansion. The opera¬ 

tion of these subsections was checked against sample values 

and results from a similar program provided by Dr. H. 

Goldwire. Dr. Goldwire also wrote basic sections of the 
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program used to evaluate the Gauss hypergeometric function 

by direct series expansion. 

We define I” - , IJ = JR
?
I2> = /ÎVIj, and 

I” = /Fl4. For Ytterbium 171 with B1 = 10 KeV and E2 = 

65.89 KeV, the program found Ij = 1.998i, I'^ = -2.054i, 

IJ = -1.031-104, and I” = 6.5-103. 
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